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About This Game

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm is an indie, online, free-to-play CCG (collectible card game) / RPG (role playing game).

It is heavily influenced by RPGs and borrows some mechanics and ideas. The result is a fascinating mixture between role
playing game and a classic card collection game with awesome features like:

Unique card collecting process;

Powerful card combination mechanics;

Class specific abilities;

Play on your own in the single player campaign or duel other players for high scores. The available game modes are campaign,
custom versus A.I. and four types of multiplayer - arena (ranking pvp), custom (ranking pvp via invite - challenge), cooperative

(slay the beast) and tournaments (in direct elimination).

Play for the ladder board, challenge your friends or join forces against a powerful boss like enemy.
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Crusade in the campaign to be the ruler of the Eldhelm land and never be bored with the daily quests!

We are doing tournaments with awesome rewards at least once a month!

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm features:

Epic music and 3D graphics;

Three unique races (orc, elf, human) each containing different character classes (melee, ranged, caster) with completely
different play styles;

Customization of the visual appearance of your hero;

Translation in multiple languages;

A true multiplatform experience - available for web-browser, desktop, and mobile devices;
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Title: Battlegrounds of Eldhelm
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, RPG
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Essence Ltd.
Publisher:
Essence Ltd.
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2014
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Great dlc The line feels much more alive and their is a lot more rolling stock in the sidings. Trains feel heavy when braking and
when speeding up. The line is very detailed. Must get. 6/10

Its a game worth a try but only worth a try.Campaign is not that boring and can be attractive to some players.Also have a unique
concept.
There are 2 deadly flaws in this title in my opinion:
1.Too many useless battles,so you usually get bored after 2hours
2.The limited times to use skills,for more times?you need to buy at a high price in store.I really dont know why design like
this,so the game gets more and more boring because you dont want to try different skills but only want to end every battle
fast,its a big failure.But enemies dont,they always have 10+times to use and they only mean to get you stucked one time,so more
and more hard battles but looked the same.. Long time Steam-er; first time reviewer...

  In the time since the Battle Royale revolution exploded last year, I've watched many a Let's Play of PUBG and Fortnite.
But after watching some of my favorite Youtubers play Totally Accurate Battlegrounds...
I KNEW I had to get this game...

  Although the developers had only intended TABG to be their annual April Fool's joke --in this case, an homage/parody of the
BR genre-- I see why so many have seen past the joke and take this game to heart...

Faster gameplay than PUBG and Fortnite

Gorgeous graphics

A unique spin on BR's signature circle; you have to see it to believe it!

Wacky physics (as only a Totally Accurate game could!)

Oh, and of course...
"Pressing "G" is... 'Gangsta!'" -jacksepticeye, 2018

  Yes, the game is a work-in-progress, and it needs a little polishing, but Landfall did so much to set TABG apart from its
inspirations, all the while staying true to BR's bottom line: Last one/squad standing...

I LOVE this game.
and to all of you who took a minute or two to read this through , (looking at you too, devs!) I hope you will too
10/10

P.S. Yes, I love this game so much, I made my in-game character my Steam avatar ^u^

P.P.S. Edited review; Landfall improved the servers. Pleasantly surprised by this game concidering the reviews that I was
reading.
As far as the actual game was concerned, its not the worst simulator I've played, but definatly not the best.
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For first, the thing that I didn't like and slightly annoyed me was the fade to black, mission title, fade to game whenever I
reached an area where it had to load something, once or twice sure, but it was getting really repetative.

Besides that I can't really fault this game
7\/10. If Jared Leto made a video game, this would be it.
If a headache could be digitized, this would be it.
If a bad LSD trip could be turned into polygons, this would be it.
If boredom could be made into gigabytes, this would be it.
If an idiot wasted a dollar on this game, it would be me.. Huge empty map.
Insanely deep but inscrutable leveling system.
Multiplayer only indie game. Surprise, no one is playing.
Needs another 2 years of development and some single player inclusion even if it's just bots.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/nXg7ONG35kY. I really enjoyed this game. It's a typical Artifex Mundi hidden object game. Not sure why it
is getting bad reviews.. Pros:
Tanks are fun to use, sometimes

Cons:
SUPER repettive
Guns are WILDLY inaccurate. This is easily the best breakout-type of game that I've ever played. It has a fun story and
interesting characters and the levels are unique enough to keep things from getting boring.. It\'s hard to beat for free and I think
kids will love it. It doesn\'t take too long to go through it and then just wreak mayhem on the laboratory. Very cool though and I
hope they do more or add more to it.
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I just can't get into this game. I thought it was going to be more complex. It is just buying a few troops and rolling in to fight
some monsters. I have tried starting the game twice and have been unable to save and have to start over each time I play.
Customize army starts erases your army too and you have to repurchase your troops. I thought the patch was going to fix the
save game and it apparently didn't fix anything. I paid a dollar for this game and even at a dollar this game is a waste of money
and time.. The refund button works fine. Pivot XL is well worth the price! It's a fun game with the one-key limitation. Although
frustrating at first, the game definitely grew on me :) The music is fun, and I enjoyed the unlockables. Thanks for the fun game
Adam! - GillaSmith. This could be a fun game, the graphics are okay, the sounds are okay, the controlls though are bad. I could
see myself having a lot of fun in this game once I figure out how to make the controls usable. I like this game even without any
meaningful story this game is awesome in a funny stupid way;but its not a long time game for me its only about eating nothing
else really so id say its good to sometimes play it.
5starts for fun
0stars for story
. Just finished it. An easy and funny adventure well worth its price.
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